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exploring the lands odthe
of the book ofmormon
of mormon ought to be on the
ofthe
bookshelf of everyone interested in book of mormon geography
this significant volume a large book of 437 pages with 147 maps
is a pleasure to read alien
ailen makes convincing arguments in a style
allen
that is generally easy to understand on controversial issues he
states the alternative views and then argues for his own he is quick
to admit that we are still stumbling somewhat and that many
answers remain elusive 30
ailen is not a professional archaeologist but he has had
allen
alien
considerable experience visiting the sites and has learned a great
deal from archaeologists such as john L sorenson bruce W
warren and garth L norman in addition some of his own insights
appear to have real merit however the volume has some shortcomings the discussion of the ancient nephite directional system is
inadequate and leads to questionable conclusions particularly
those regarding the location of the city bountiful of the books
many drawn figures some are passable but others are not up to the
detail achieved in 1840 by frederick catherwood for example
figure 5522 does not show a beard which the actual monument has
57 photographs would have been better than most of the drawings typographical errors also haunt the text
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Meso america
alien places all book of mormon events within mesoamerica
ailen
allen
except for moronis trip to the palmyra new york area
Meso america encompasses the southern part of mexico guatemesoamerica
mala el salvador and honduras it is the only new world area
ailen states where writing was present in early times this area
allen
alien

also had a great number of the cultural features mentioned in the
book of mormon in taking this position alien
ailen essentially agrees
allen
with the views of ferguson hunter warren sorenson norman
and palmer
most of aliens
allens dating scheme seems to be valid he proposes 3114 BC as the date of noahs
moahs flood which could be correct
Jared ites also
the estimate of 2700 BC for the landing of the jaredites
appears to be very reasonable those dates are supported both by
archaeological evidence and by the chronologies in the greek
septuagint version of the bible used by the jews in christs day
Nep hites down to the
aliens date for king mosiah 1I leading the nephites
allens
land of zarahemla
Zarahemla is 200 BC this date is not explicit in the book
of mormon so it is a matter of some guesswork if the date is pushed
240 220 BC the archaeological data at kaminaljuyu makes
back to 240220
more sense those data could lead to some impressive correlations
that alien
ailen missed
allen
jaredine
Jar edite destruction is probably two
allens dating of the final jaredite
aliens
hundred years too late radiocarbon dates corrected to the most
recent half life and further corrected by tree ring dating MASCA
dates have led to the conclusion that la venta really began about
1000 BC and was destroyed about 600 BBCC 2 to these dates we would
have to add the normal uncertainty of plus or minus fifty years
thus the culture could have existed from 1050 BC down to 550 BC
the information on the ending date accords with stela 13 at
monte alban period 1I which gives a date for destruction of 4
august 563 BC 3 that date could be the year when shared overthrew
king coriantumrs
corianturars people in the highlands ether 146 and leads
jaredine
to a postulated time for the jaredite
Jar edite final destruction of 550 BC 433
coriantumrs encounter
this dating would correspond well with corianturars
21 22 who arrived in america about
Mu lekites omni 2122
with the mulekites
that time
part of aliens
allens proposed geography agrees with palmer
warren clark
mark and sorenson alien
ailen proposes that the land of
allen
dark
desolation is in the province of veracruz northwest of the river
coatzacoalcos he locates the land of zarahemla
Zarahemla in the central
depression of chiapas and the land of nephi in the highlands of
guatemala centered at the present guatemala city these locations
are based on the hypothesis that the narrow strip of wilderness
izapa on the pacific coast
alma 2227 extended from the area of czapa
1
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to the caribbean his land of bountiful then needs to encompass
the entire zone from the caribbean to the river coatzacoalcos
assuming that nephite north was true north he places the cities of
mulek and bountiful along the eastern shores of the yucatan
peninsula in contrast to the sorenson warren palmer hypothesis
they place those cities on the gulf of mexico coast just east of the
isthmus the latter approach puts the cities in a much more strategic
location and there are ruins to support such a proposition the main
argument against aliens
allens view however is that it requires a shift in
the nephite coordinate system
the question of directional systems in the book of mormon is
vital to a correct understanding of nephite geography for the
difference in directional systems is the distinguishing difference
between truly different geographies was nephite north aligned
with the north pole or not if not where was it was it a specific
direction allen
ailen proposes that nephite north is true north this
alien
position requires that the cities designed to defend the entrance to
the land northward be placed in belize but is that site reasonable
my own study of the directional systems employed during the
nephite time period suggests that use of true north for orientation
twenty five millennia precession of the
was rare because of the twentyfive
axis of the earth it wobbles like a top polaris was not a pole star
in gehis
lehis time instead it described a circle of about twenty four
degrees in the night sky in the absence of a visible pole star
sun s
from just the suns
directions would have been difficult to determine fromjust
rising and setting which vary by fifty degrees over the course of a
Meso american ruins built before the
year serious investigation of mesoamerican
time of christ suggests that the inhabitants based their directions on
the solstice readings the extremes of the suns travel on 2122 june
and 2122 december that solstitial direction is sixty five degrees
west of true north and was probably used as nephite north
the archaeoastronomer vincent malmstrom has discovered
Meso america were
that many of the important preclassic sites in mesoamerica
deliberately placed so that the solstice could be measured when the
sun passed over nearby peaks basically he found that many but not
all sites in guatemala and mexico are aligned sixty five degrees
west of north an example is in the impressive ruin at cholula
where the largest pyramid is aligned with the highest peak of the
volcano ixtaccihuatl sixty five degrees west of north that alignment corresponds to the summer sunset solstice the temple face is
at right angles to that direction other sites similarly placed relative
to volcanic peaks with the sixty five degrees west of north orienta-

Re
Nop iloa remojadas
tion include el meson nopiloa
tlatilco and
mojadas
lapiedra
piedra and cerro de las mesas
Zapotes cerro de la
Tlapacoya tres zapotes
zapotek
tlapacoya
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vigia probably the hill

the probable city of nephi kaminaljuyu also had this
solstitial orientation to its buildings the important late preclassic
cumorah

4

oaxaca has a sixty three degree west of north
site of dainzu near oazaca
orientation to its main facade at the ruins of lambityeco the
alignment is sixty five degrees czapa
izapa considered by its chief
excavator gareth lowe to have been a greenwich and mount
palomar for its time
also something of a new world athens or

classic
alexandria in the crucial intermediate era of pre
preclassic

Meso
american learning and artistic development 5 was also
mesoamerican
solstitially oriented
A careful protractor aided study of detailed maps correcting
for use of compass north rather than true north suggests that a great
Zarahemla
emia have an orientation of
number of sites in aliens
ofzarahemla
allens land of
zarahemla
sixty five degrees west of north these include la libertad probable manti laguna francesa sitio colonia ninos heroes
chapatengo san francisco santa isabel el salvador san felipe
Zarahemla
emia santa rosa
of
laguna dolores and the possible site ofzarahemla
zarahemla
malmstrom noted that there are probably few other regions
of the world where the principles of architecture astronomy and
calendrics found so intimate and dramatic a blending as they did in
1166
america 156
pre columbian Meso
mesoamerica
this blending is manifested in the
many calendar stones which virtually always show directional
symbols further the solstice readings tie directly to the importance
ofthe intercardinal points the famous aztec calendar can be easily
observed to have the directional signs at the intercardinal points
thus we cannot assume that nephite north was true north as
we know it today and so we must question the overall orientation
of aliens
allens sites and his positioning of the narrow neck of land A
more likely site for the land of bountiful places the river donala
tonala on
its east side the river coatzacoalcos on its west with which alien
ailen
allen
agrees the gulf of mexico on its north and the pacific on its south
all in modem coordinates the city of
mulek appears to have been
ofmulek
la venta this location makes sense from many points of view it
jaredite
Jar edite city of great importance with
was first an olmec
olmed probable jaredine
many monuments 223 especially noteworthy is its stela 3 where
the man holding the baton of authority may be king coriantumr
the bearded man on the right may be king mulek see fig 1
the location of la venta is important in determining the
location of the land and city of bountiful the location of la venta
just east of the river donala
tonala places it outside of the land of bountiful
but still close to it alma 51 the most likely location for the city
donala it is at
of bountiful appears to be at the modem village of tonala
the exit of the river to the gulf and has a large lagoon protecting a
1.
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third side ancient ruins are abundant but the site is not reported on
archaeological maps it is exceptionally close to la venta though
the river and some lagoons prevent a straight line march
the battle described in alma 52 fits this area as it is fourteen
kilometers from the coast and another six kilometers from the
donala river the strategy developed by captain moroni to tire out
tonala
the Larn
anite army effortlessly capture the city of mulek and then
lamanite
defeat the lamanites
armies
annles fits this geographic scenario
Lama nites with fresh annies
location of the nephite cities along the gulf coast between
coatzacoalcos and villahermosa makes all of the action more
plausible in the context of archaeologically known settlements on
the gulf coast the trails are reasonable and certainly present
practical distances most of the action could have taken place in less
than a week
Mori anton and teancum that allen
morianton
ailen
alien
by contrast the trails of marianton
teancurn
Tean curn
24 4 283 appear to be unreasonable teancum
shows in figure 244
would have crossed rough terrain and gone over a high mountain
pass to arrive in the land of Zarah
emla he would have traveled
zarahemla
right past the city of zarahemla
Zarah emla and all other major nephite
settlements then his army would have crossed over to the pacific
coast and finally gone through the narrow neck of land before
finally meeting teancum near the atlantic coast none of these
events such as passing through zarahemla
Zarah emla is mentioned in the text
army
this trip would have taken three to four weeks when a fresh aminy
ariny
from zarahemla
Zarahemla could have arrived in half the time the important
point to be made is that cities located along the gulf of mexico just
east of the isthmus would have had strategic importance those in
belize would not
thus the location of the city bountiful is a crucial factor in
pinning down the details of book of mormon archaeology and its
location relates directly to the directional system accepted alien
ailen
allen
needs to make a stronger case for his directional system before it
will be very plausible
on the positive side alien
ailen has made some good points with
allen
jaredine
Jar edite names shule
book of mormon words he notes that two jaredite
comm
corm
com have survived the millennia and may be represented
xul and corn
xui
aul
maya a cultures of guatemala and yucatan 8 there are also
in the may
correspondences in place names A common ending for words in
monnon is ha for example xelha
both maya and the book of mormon
Balamha Altu
Pul siha etc are mirrored by book of
balamha
altunha
nha pulsiha
mormon names such as nephihah
Moroni hah and
Nephi hah moronihah
ammonihah there is reported to be a community in the frontiers
acumen it may have been esof mexico and guatemala named cumen
tablished by one of the lords twelve disciples who was called
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FIGURE 1 detail from the la venta stella 3 showing
a person of high status with a beaked nose and a beard
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Lamanai
lamanac
kumen there is also an archaeological site in belize called lamanai
it dates to 100 BC when there was a lamanite king by the name of
lamoni names beginning with co or ko are rather common in the
mayan language for example there is a town in the yucatan peninsula
comm
corn book of mormon names beginning with co include
com
co corm
called cocom
antumr
Co
hor korihor
coriantumr
Korihor corianton
Cori anton and con
bohor
cohor
whether these are valid correspondences can be judged only
by others more knowledgeable in language studies however the
distribution of the mayan language over the years makes allens
aliens
description of the land of bountiful less likely than that developed
by sorenson the mayan language frontier came to approximately
the area where the land of la venta was located
As alien
ailen states we cannot absolutely prove the truth of the
allen
book of mormon with archaeological geographical or cultural
evidence that must come by spiritual witness however aliens
evidence7hat
allens
book exposes new evidences and thought provoking hypotheses
that can contribute to our understanding of the setting in which the
events chronicled in the book of mormon took place
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